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Abstract. — It is shown that the opérations of homomorphic replication^ intersection,
andKleene* are independent for full semiAFLs. Most of the results depend on known properties
of certain families of languages; however, some new families are provided via a diagonal
construction.

SECTION 1

In a number of recent papers [2, 5, 8, 21, 22, 24, 25], the opération
of homomorphic replication (first introduced in [13]) has proved to be useful
in characterizing a variety of classes of languages arising naturally in different
situations — machines, grammars, string relations, complexity classes, etc.
When combined with other opérations on languages, simple représentations
of various classes have been obtained. For example, the class of recursively
enumerable sets is the smallest class of languages containing the regular
sets and closed under intersection and homomorphic replication, while NP
is the smallest class of languages containing the regular sets and closed under
intersection and polynomial bounded homomorphic replication [2], In some
of the cases considered, the classes are characterized in terms of some spécifie
opérations and then it is shown that they are automatically closed under
other opérations. Hère we concentrate on the opérations of homomorphic
replication, intersection and Kleene4" and the full semiAFL opérations (union,
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets).
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We first study the relationships between these three opérations in the context
of full semiAFLs. We show that these opérations are completely independent
in this context. There is a full semiAFL that is closed under none of these
opérations and one which is closed under all three of these opérations and,
for every choice of one (two) of these opérations, there is a full semiAFL
that is closed under that one (two) opérations but is not closed under the other
two (one) opérations. In addition, we consider these opérations in the context
of semiAFLs that are closed under linear erasing but are not full and of
semiAFLs that are not closed under linear erasing. For the most part, tbe
examples and counter-examples presented are classes of languages that have
arisen naturally in various different circumstances, and whose properties
are already documented in the literature. However, three of the examples
are given by diagonal type existence proofs similar to those introduced in
[10] and [14] and, since one of the semiAFLs involved must contain languages
which are not recursively enumerable, possibly no simple example exists in
that case.
SECTION 2

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts from the
théories of automata, computability and formai languages. Some of the
concepts that are most important for this paper are reviewed hère and notation
is established.
NOTATION: For a string w, \ w | dénotes the length of w. For a finite set S,
# S dénotes the number of members of S, The reversai wR of a string w
is the string obtained by writing w in reverse order. Let w1 — u>, wn+1 = wwn.
Kleene"1" is the opération which take$ a language L into
L+ = { w1 . . . wn | n ^ 1, each

wteLY

We use e for the empty string, Kleene* is the opération taking L into
L* ~ L+ v {e}. Inverse homomorphism is the opération determined by
a homomorphism h taking L into h'1 (L) = { w \ h (w) e L }. By homomorphism, we mean monoid homomorphism, i. e., a function A:S*—»A* such
that for ail x9 y e S*, h (xy) =h(x)h (y).
We shall be concerned with special types of homomorphisms;
A homomorphism h is nonerasing if h(w) J= e for w ^ e.
A homomorphism h is linear erasing on a language L if there is a k > 0 such
that for ail w in L with | w | ^ k, j w | ^ k \ h (w) |. A class if of languages
is closed under (nonerasing, linear erasing) homomorphism if for every language L
DÉFINITION:
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and any homomorphism h (that is nonerasing, linear erasing on L),
h (L) = { h («0 | w e L } is in S£.
Now we give the définitions and notation used for discussing semiAFLs.
DÉFINITION: A semiAFL is a family of languages containing at least one
nonempty set and closed under union, nonerasing homomorphism, inverse
homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. A full semiAFL is a
semiAFL closed under arbitrary homomorphisms. An AFL {full AFL) is
a semiAFL (full semiAFL) closed under concaténation and Kleene4*,
For a family Jêf, we use the notation M (JSf) (respectively, M (Jâf), y (if),
3? (£S)) for the least semiAFL (respectively full semiAFL, AFL, full AFL)
containing <£?. If jSf = { L }, we write M (L) etc., and call it a principal semiAFL. Wë add the subscript " n " to require closure under intersection; thus,
Jtft (L) is the least intersection closed semiAFL containing thé language L.
We add the superscript "lin" to require closure under lînear erasing homomorphism; thus, #*Iin (if) is the least AFL containing ££ and closed under linear
erasing homomorphism, while^#^n (L) is the least intersection closed semiAFL
containing L and closed under linear erasing homomorphism.
Certain special languages and families of languages occur often enough
to deserve special names. We shall reserve for the mirror image language
on two letters with center letter the name
PAL = {wcwR |

we{a,b}*}

and let PALC = PAL u { e } . We let JSfBNP = Mç, (PALe) (since this family
was first discussed in [6]). We use REGL for the family of regular sets, RE for
the family of recursive enumerable languages, and RECURSIVE for the
family of recursive languages.
The last définitions and rotation of this section involve homomorphic
replication.
DÉFINITION: Let p b e a function from { 1, . . . , « } into { 1, R } and for
1 ^ i ^ n, let ht be a homomorphism. The opération on languages defined
by
is a homomorphic replication. It is nonreasing if each hi is nonerasing and is
linear erasing on L if each hi is linear érasing on L.
We shall add the subscript r to specify a family closed under homomorphic
replication of the appropriate type. Thus, JtT (jSf) {JtT (Jë?)) is the least semiAFL (full semiAFL) containing i£ and closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication, while Mx^ (if) is the least sçmiAFL containing £g
vol. 12, n° 4, 1978
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and closed under linear erasing homomorphic replication. Clearly, a class
of languages closed under (nonerasing, linear erasing) homomorphic replication is closed under (nonerasing, linear erasing) homomorphism, while a
class of languages closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication and
under linear erasing (arbitrary) homomorphism is also closed under linear
erasing (arbitrary) homomorphic replication.
We conclude with a few useful facts on linear context-free languages, recursively enumerable languages, and homomorphic replication. Further discussion can be found in [1, 2, 5, 6, 16, 20].
LEMMA 2 . 1 : The class of linear context-free languages is the least semiAFL
containing PALe. Any semiAFL containing {e} and closed under nonerasing
homomorphic replication contains all linear context-free languages.
. LEMMA 2 . 2 : An intersection closed semiAFL containing { e } is closed under
nonerasing homomorphic replication if and only if it contains PAL.
LEMMA 2 . 3 : An intersection closed full semiAFL contains all recursively
enumerable languages if either (1) it is closed under homomorphic replication,
or (2) it contains ({ an bn \ n ^ 1 }) + .
LEMMA 2 . 4 : The class of recursive sets is an intersection closed semiAFL
closed under linear erasing homomorphic replication.

SECTION 3
In this section, we demonstrate the independence of the three opérations
of intersection, Kleene + and homomorphic replication, even in the présence
of the full semiAFL opérations. We establish by example the following independence theorem. AU but one of the eight examples are well known and
documented in the literature.
3 . 1 : The opérations of homomorphic replication, intersection
and Kleene are independent in the présence of the full semiAFL opérations.
Specifically, there are eight full semiAFLs S£UUk, i,j, k e { 0, 1 } such that
^i,j,k te closed under homomorphic replication (respectively, intersection,
Kleene+) if and only if i = 1 (respectively, j — 1, k = 1).
First we consider the cases where we have either all three opérations or
none of them. The family of linear context-free languages, Ji (PAL), serves
as JS?o,o,o [ I J 13, 15, 16]. The family of recursively enumerable languages
is «^1,1,1 s m c e iï *s ^ e ï e a s t ftdl semiAFL closed under intersection and
homomorphic replication [1, 2 ] .
Now let us consider the other cases in "numerical" order from 001 to 110.
The family of context-free languages is <&o,o,u since it is well known to be a
THEOREM

+
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full AFL closed under none of the other opérations, The family of languages
accepted by on-line reversai bounded multicounter machines described
in [1, 22] is closed under intersection (and is in fact Jk^ ({ an bn | n ^ 0 })
but is not closed under homomorphic replication nor under Kleene"*" (does
not contain ({a n bn | n ^ 0}) + ) since it is a proper subfamily of
RECURSIVE [1]. The family MT (REGL)S the closure of the regular languages
under homomorphic replication, is a full semiAFL closed under homomorphic
replication but not under intersection since it is also the family of languages
accepted by finite reversai on-line nondeterministic checking automata and
so properly contained in RECURSIVE [12, 21], This family is not closed
under Kleene+ as a resuit of a gênerai phenomenon: if Ji (j£?) is not closed
under homomorphic replication, then JlT{J£) cannot be closed under
Kleene+ [18, 20, 21]. Thus, Jr (REGL) is &li0,0.
Now we turn to the families closed under two but not three of these opérations. The family of regular sets is closed under intersection and Kleene+
but not under replication, and so is JS?0,i,i- Another candidate for ^0,1,1
is given by a diagonal argument in [10]: there is a nonregular language
L ç a* such that <Fn (L) n R E = REGL. Thus ^n (L) is by définition
closed under intersection and Kleene"1" but cannot be closed under homomorphic replication since it does not contain RE. We shall use a similar diagonal
argument to obtain J5flsi>0For J£?if0,i> we take the family of languages accepted by one-way nondeterministic finite visit checking automata [21] which can also be described
as the family of languages generated by absolutely parallel grammars [27]
or as the family of languages obtained by taking two-way deterministic finite
state transductions of regular sets [28]. This family is closed under homomorphic replication and Kleene+ [21] but cannot be closed under intersection
since it contains only recursive sets.
For J5f! 1>0, we have only an existence proof, given in Theorem 4.2 in
the next section. A full semiAFL closed under intersection and homomorphic
replication must contain RE; nonclosure under Kleene+ requires it to
contain languages which are not recursively enumerable. The families of
languages in the arithmetic hierarchy (see [2] for définitions) are ail closed
under Kleene* at each stage. Thus, a "natural" candidate for JSfi(i,0 *s
not apparent.
What happens if we do not have a full semiAFL? Since the trivial case
< P> hx y (L) = hx (L) is considered to be a homomorphic replication, closure
under homomorphic replication implies closure under ail homomorphisms.
vol. 12? n° 4, 1978
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Thus, we must consider limitations on the amount of erasing permitted in
a homomorphic replication.
If we try to split our above eight cases (i. e., closure or nonclosure under n,
Kleene+ and homomorphic replication) into 24 cases by starting with semiAFLs and subdividing by closure under homomorphic replication, or under
just linear bounded homomorphic replication or nonerasing homomorphic
replication, we find that not all cases can occur. In particular, one conséquence
of Theorem 2.2 of [5] can be stated as follows.
PROPOSITION 3.2: If £? is a semiAFL closed under intersection and nonerasing homomorphic replication, then S£ is closed under linear erasing homomorphic replication.
Thus, if we consider intersection closed semiAFLs, it suffices to consider
the case of closure under linear erasing but not arbitrary homomorphic
replication.
An example of a semiAFL closed under intersection, Kleene+, and linear
erasing but not arbitrary homomorphic replication is NTIME («), the
family of languages accepted in realtime by nondeterministicTmultitape
Turing machines. This family is the least intersection closed semiAFL
containing the context-free languages [3] and thus is closed under Kleene*
and linear erasing homomorphic replication (since M^ {<£) is an AFL if J§? is
an AFL [23] and is closed under linear erasing homomorphic replication
if S£ contains PAL [5]). However, NTIME (n) is not a full semiAFL and
indeed is not closed under homomorphisms which erase "more than linearly"
(e. g., if ƒ is a time constructible function such that lim sup n + l/f(ri) ^ 0,
n-*ao

there is a language Z e NTIME (n) and a homomorphism h such that
| w | Sf(\h (w) \) for all w e L but h (L) $ NTIME (n); cf. [7, 29] for further
explanation).
Consider semiAFLs closed under intersection but not under nonerasing
homomorphic replication. (Note that the full semiAFL cases were discussed
earlier.) Let COUNT (n) (COUNT (lin)) be the family of languages accepted
in real time (resp., in linear time) by on-line nondeterministic multicounter
machines. Both COUNT («) and COUNT (lin) are semiAFLs closed under
intersection and Kleene+, and neither family is closed under nonerasing
homomorphic replication since neither contains PAL. The class COUNT (lin)
is closed under linear erasing homomorphism but COUNT (ri) is not [10, 20].
As an example of a semiAFL that is closed under intersection but not
under linear erasing homomorphism nor nonerasing homomorphic replication
nor Kleene+, consider the family PBLIND (n) of languages accepted in real
time by on-line nondeterministic partially blind multicounter machines.
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This family can also be described as the family of computation séquence
sets or Pétri net languages [26] and is the least intersection closed semiAFL
containing the Dyck set on one letter [22]. The facts that PBLIND (n) is
not closed under linear erasing homomorphism and does not contain PAL
(hence, is not closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication) are established in [22]. The claimed decidability of the reachability problem for
vector addition Systems [30] implies that PBLIND (n) cannot be closed
under Kleene+ [22].
We do not have a "natural" example of an intersection closed semiAFL
closed under linear erasing but not arbitrary homomorphism and not closed
under either Kleene+ or nonerasing homomorphic replication. A complicated
diagonal argument (proof of Theorem 4.6 below) shows that such a semiAFL
must exist (and can be taken as a subfamily of RECURSIVE). We conjecture
that the family PBLIND (lin) of languages accepted in linear time by on-line
nondeterministic partially blind multicounter machines has the required
properties; all have been shown except nonclosure under arbitrary homomorphism [22].
Let us consider briefly semiAFLs not closed under either nonerasing homomorphic replication or intersection. Six examples (i. e.? closed or not closed
under Kleene4* and closed under arbitrary homomorphism or closed under
linear erasing but not arbitrary homomorphism or not closed under linear
erasing homomorphism) can be found by considering principal semiAFLs
generated by context-free languages; details can be found in [17].
Now we turn to semiAFLs closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication but not both intersection and Kleene"1". We demonstrate in the next
section (Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4), by a diagonal argument, the existence
of an intersection closed semiAFL closed under linear erasing but not arbitrary homomorphic replication and not closed under Kleene+. We conjecture that J£fBNP> the family of languages accepted in real time by nondeterministic finite reversai multitape Turing machines, is such a family {see [5, 6]).
When we look for semiAFLs closed under nonerasing homomorphic
replication but not under intersection, we encounter difficulty in locating
ones which are not closed under arbitrary homomorphic replication and in
separating nonerasing versus linear erasing homomorphic replication. Ail
of the "natural" and well-studied cases are full semiAFLs, in part due to
the foliowing resuit.
3.3: If ££ is a full semiAFL, then the closure of ££ under linear
erasing homomorphic replication is exactly the closure of ££ under arbitrary
homomorphic replication; that is, Jir{S£) = Jtx
THEOREM
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Proof: Let L1 = < p, hl9 . . . , / / „ ) (£), for L e ^ . Let c be a new symbol.
Define homomorphisms A, g and Aj, f = 1, . . . , n by AJ (a) = c if A(- (tf) = e,

h\ (a) = hi (a) if hx (a) ^ ey g (c) = e, g(a) = a for a ^ c, A (a) - e if
ht (a) = e for ail i, and h(a) =a if Af (a) ^ e for some i. Thus ƒ = < p, A'15 ,.., A£ >
is a nonerasing homomorphic replication and g is linear erasing on ƒ (A (L)).
Since JSf is a full semiAFL, A (L) is in if and thus the closure of J5f under
linear erasing homomorphic replication contains L1 =f(g(h (L)). •
In the discussion above, there are four cases that have not been covered:
a semiAFL closed under noneiasing but not arbitrary homomorphic replication and not closed under intersection, with or without closure under
Kleene"1" and with or without closure under linear erasing homomorphism.
We conjecture that examples of each of these four cases can be found by
studying time bounded one-way nondeterministic finite visit or finite reversai
checking automata [21], possibly with some variations on the machines.
For example, the family of languages accepted in real time by one-way nondeterministic finite reversai checking stack automata is a semiAFL closed
under nonerasing homomorphic replication but not under intersection or
Kleene* [21] and we conjecture that it is not closed under linear erasing
homomorphism; however, if it is so closed, then it is equal to ^ r ( R E G L )
by means of Theorem 3.3.
SECTION 4
Now we establish the existence of the "new" families of languages, as
described in Section 3. We begin by obtaining JS?i,if0 described in the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
We adapt the following terminology from [14].
DÉFINITION: An n-ary language operator ƒ is monotone if L\ ^ Li9 i = 1,..., n
always implies that ƒ (L'19 . . . , L'n) ç f(Lu . . . , Ln). It is local if it is monotone
and for any Ll9 . . . , Ln and y ef(Lu . . . , Ln) there are finite sets Ft £ Lt
such that y ef(Fu . . . , Fn). It is uniformly local with uniform bound k for
a positive integer k if it is monotone and for any Lu ...,Ln
and
yef(Lu
. . . , £ „ ) there are finite sets W% £ Lh each with # Wt ^ /c,
i = 1, . . . , n, such that y ef(Wu . . . , Wn).
An operator is local if we always have

f(Lt

L„)= U

f(.Fu...,Fn).

Ft finite

For ƒ to be uniformly local, there must be an integer k such that the expression
above holds with the Ft restricted not just to be finite but also to contain
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at most k éléments (words). The full semiAFL opérations are clearly uniformly
local as are homomorphic replication and intersection (see [14] for similar
arguments). However, Kleene+ is local but not uniformly local (if L £ E + S,
S £ S and # L > k, we cannot obtain L+ as the union of sets W+ where W
contains at most k words). This observation underlies the proof of Lemma 4.1
below. The class of uniformly local opérations is closed under composition.
NOTATION: For a countable collection ^ of language operators, let ^ (L)
be the class of ail ƒ (L, . . . , L) with ƒ e ^ .
LEMMA 4 . 1 : Let ^ be a countably infinité class of uniformly local opérations.
There exists a nonempty language Lo ç a+ such that % (Lo) does not contain
(Loc)\
Proof: Let the opérations in ^ be indexed as fk fork^
1. For each k ^ 1,
we shall describe finite sets Uk and Vk such that Uk ç Uk+l9 Vk ç Vk+l9
and JJi n Vj = <p for ail i9 j . The desired language will be L o = (J Uk.
Having obtained Uk9 we shall select a word zk and a finite set Wk in such
a way that, if we let Uk+1 = Uk u W^, either zfc e ( J ^ c ) + —/fc (Z o , . . . , L o )
or ZftG^C^, . . . , Wk)-{Loc) + . In either case, the monotonicity of fk
ensures that (Lo c)+ ^fk(L0,
...,L0).
Let U1 = { « } and F x = (p, For
fc £ 1, let ^fc - a + - ( * 7 , u Fft) and ^ = fk ((Ak u J7J, . . . , (Aku Uk%
Note that Ak is infinité if Uk u Ffc is finite and that, for any L ç a+ with
L n F k = (p, the monotonicity of fk implies that fk (L, . . . , L) ^ Bk. In
particular, since Lo = [j Uk £ ât+, for any fc ^ 1 we have Lo ^ Ak\j Uk
and so fk (L o , . . . , Lo) ç ^fc.
Since each / k is (by hypothesis) uniformly local, fk has a uniform bound,
say pk. Let nk be the arity of fki Let ^ — 1 -hnkpk + # Uk9 let yu . . . , ySk be
any j k distinct members of Ak, and let zk = yx c . . , ySk c. We consider two
cases, either zk $ Bk or zk e Bk.
CASE 1 : If zk £ i?&3 then zk ^ /fc (Z o , . . . , L o ). In this case, let
Wk = { y» . . . , ySk }, t/fc+1 = t/fc u H^, and Kfc+1 = Ffc. Tbus,
2fc e (L o c)+ -fk (Lo, . . . , L 0 ) .
CASE 2 : If zkeBk,
then there are finite sets r l 5 . . . , Y„k, each
y ^ ç ^ u C/fc and each # 7 f ^ pkJ such that 2 ^ / ^ ( 7 ! , ..'., F„fc). Let
1P^fc = Fj u . . . u Y„k and C/k+x = Uk u W^. Then we have
Since 5fc = 1 +nkpk + # Uk > # Uk+l9 there is some ;>io such that yio $ Uk+ x.
Let Vk+1 = Vk u {,yio }. Thus, keeping L o and the Vt disjoint ensures that'
yÎQ$L0 and so
zk$(Loc)+.
vol. 12, n° 4, 1978
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Setting Lo = (J Uki it is clear from the construction that, for each k9
Uk ç £4+i, Vk ^ Vk+i> a n d Lo n Vk = <p. For each k, the construction
ensured that (Lo c)+ #= fk (Lo, . . . , Z,o) and so
(Loc)+t&(Lo)
= {/fc(Z,0, . . . , A ) ) | f c ^ 1}. D
Lemma 4.1 could be made somewhat more gênerai: instead of (Lo c) + ,
we could use g (Lo) where g is any monotone but not uniformly local opération
with the property that g(A) ^ g (B) if and only if A s B.
Now we draw the desired conclusion.
+
THEOREM 4.2: The re is a language Lo s a such that the least full semiAFL
containing Lo and closed under intersection and homomorphic replication
is not closed under Kleene+.
Proof: In Lemma 4.1, we take as ^ the closure under composition of the
full semiAFL opérations and intersection and all homomorphic replications.
Thus, & (Lo) —Jgç\(Jtr(L)) contains Loc but not (Lo c)+ and so is not
closed under Kleene+. •
The language Lo of Theorem 4.2 cannot be made recursively enumerable,
but can be placed in M (Co-RE) (where Co-RE is the family of compléments
of recursively enumerable sets) if we notice that Lo could be designed to
be accepted by an oracle Turing machine with an oracle for { (x, y) \x is
accepted by the j>-th Turing machine }.
The proof of Lemma 4.1 can be modified to obtain an example expressible as M^ (Lo).
COROLLAKY: There is a language Lo s { û , i 5 c } * such that
^n(L0)
contains all recursively enumerable languages and is closed under homomorphic
replication but not under Kleene+.
Proof: We modify the proof of Lemma 4.1 to start with U1 = PAL, and
define Ak as before (so that we only add to Uk or Vk words in a+ and so not
in Uj) and let sk = 1 +nkpk + # (Uk n a + ). We can still conclude that (Lo c)+
is not in ^ (Z,o). If we take ^ as the closure under composition of intersection
and the full semiAFL opérations, then ^ (Lo) = M^ (Lo) so ^ n (Lo) is
not closed under Kleene+. However, «/#n (Lo) contains
PAL = Lo n { a, b Y c { a, b }*,
ys.

so Jlç\ (Lo) is closed under homomorphic replication. •
It is not known whether we could take the language Lo in the Corollary
as a one-letter language; the proof in [10] that various one-letter languages A
have the property that RE £ ^*n (^4) uses the Kleene+ opération heavily,
RtA,I,R.O. Informatique théorique/Theoretical Computer Science
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Now we turn to the diagonal constructions needed in the cases where
the semiAFL is not full. The first lemma combines the proof of Lemma 4.1
with a modification of the constructions in [17] to obtain a semiAFL that
is not closed under arbitrary homomorphism or under Kleene*.
To exclude homomorphisms, we need to restrict further our uniformly
local opérations. We shall now deal with uniformly local opérations with
uniform bound 1; that is, f(Ll9 . . . , Ln) = (J ƒ ({ w± } , . . . , { wn }).
DÉFINITION: An opération ƒ which is uniformly local with uniform bound 1
is linear bounded if there is a k such that if y e ƒ ({ wt }, .. •, { wn }), then
\wi\ g * M a x ( l , \y\\ i = 1, ...,n.
LEMMA 4.3: Let ^ bea countably infinité collection of opérations on languages,
ail linear bounded and uniformly local with bound 1. For any language A, let
a (A) = (J bmS(Ac)m = {bm5 yt c ... ym c | yt e A, m ^ 1 }. There is a nonmal

empty language L e a+ such that (Lc)+ is not in ^ (a (L)).
Proof: The proof strategy is similar to that employed in Lemma 4.1 except
that, since we are dealing with ^ (a (L)) instead of ^ (X), we must use the
linear bounded property to prove that we have essentially the same two cases
we had previously. Index ^ as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Let Ut = {a} and Vt = <p. For k è 1» let Ak = a+-(Uk u Fft) and
Bk = fk (a (Ak u £4), . . . , a (Ak u Uk)). Let fk be nk-axy and have linear
bound pk. Let mk = Min { r | ar e Ak } and sk = Pk+nk+mk* Define % on
è* (a + c) + by
Let
z& = amfccamfc+1 c . . . a ^

5

^

1

c.

There are two cases. If zk ^ Bk, let F&+x = Vk and
uîk+i = C/feU7c(zfe)u
{ak+1\ifak+1j:Vk}.
Since 0 is monotone (as are all the opérations in ^ ) , we have ensured that zk
is in (Lc)+ but not in fk (a (L)).
If zkeBki let r f c e / f c ( { ^ j , . . . , {y„k}% each jiG0(^ f c uî7 f c ). Let
nu

Wk =

U

^ Cv»)- Suppose

71 (z&) ç PFk. Since

# xc (zfc) = sk nk,

for a t

i=l

least one yiQ, # TC (yÎQ) ^ 5ft. By the définition of 0, this means that
b*ol >sk= (Pk + nk+mk)5 ^ pk(nksk)(rnk+sknk) ^ pk\zk\,
contradicting the linear boundedness of / k . Hence n (zfe)— Wk 7e <p. Let
n + i - Kfc u (« ( z j - wy and Uk+1 = UkvWku{
«* +1 | if ak+1 i Vk+1 } ,
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This ensures that zk £fk (a (L)), . . . , a (L)), but zk e (LC)+. Let L =

(J

The arguments used in the proof of Lemma 4.1 show that
CLc)+£3? (G (L)).

•

4.4: There is a semiAFL 5£ such that:
1) ü? is closed under intersection and linear erasing homomorphic replication;
2) ££ is not closed under Kleene+ nor under arbitrary homomorphism; and
3) *5f is properly contained in the family of recursive sets.
Proof: Let the family ^ of opérations be the closure under composition of
the opérations of nonerasing homomorphism, inverse homomorphism,
intersection with regular sets, intersection, and nonerasing homomorphic
replication. These opérations are all uniformly local with uniform bound 1
and linear bounded (only inverse homomorphism introduces a linear bound
other than 1). Lemma 4.3 yields the existence of L ç a+ such that ^ (a (L))
does not contain (Lc)+. Arguments similar to those in [11, 23] show that
Jêf = ^ (a (L)) is closed under union and hence a semiAFL. Proposition 3.2
shows that if is closed under linear erasing homomorphic replication, so (1)
holds for JS?. If h is the homomorphism h (b) — e, h (à) = a, h (c) = c, then
h(o(L)) —(Lc)+, so that J§P is not closed under homomorphism. Now
a (L) n ba+ c =bLcy so bLc and Le are in j£f. Hence J*f is not closed under
Kleene+, so (2) holds.
To show (3), it suffices to show that L can be constructed to be recursive.
Notice that each fk in ^ is total recursive as a function from nfc-tuples of unit
sets into regular sets and is linear bounded, so that for each z9 the set
gtU) = {Oi> -..9yù\zefh({yi
}>•••> {ynk})}
is finite and gk(z) is
total recursive. We can enumerate 0 in such a way that pk ^ k, nk ^ k and
the function g (k, z) = gk (z) is total recursive as a function of k and z. The
bound mk can be computed from Uk and Vk. At each step, given mk, we can
compute zk (taking k for nk and pk) and thus g (k, zk)t For ( j l 5 . . . , ynj) in
g (A:, zfc), we can easily test whether yt is of the form bmS xx c.... xm c and
if so, whether each Xj is in Vk or in ^4fc u Uk ~ a+ — Vk. Thus, we can détermine whether g {k, zk) n [a (Ak u Uk)~\nk is or is not empty and hence the
appropriate case can be determined and Vk+1 and Uk+1 computed. Hence
THEOREM

areUk,
is total recursive. The construction ensures that ak is in Uk u Vk, so afc is in L
if and only if ak is in Uk if and only if h{k9 k) = 1. Thus, L is a recursive
language. D
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Remark: By carefully considering the récurrence équation for sk9 we can
show that L is elementary (i. e., in the Grzegorczyk class <£^).
For our final lemma, we must require still stronger conditions on our
opérations. We rule out closure under homomorphic replication by excluding
PAL, and so we must be sure that this language cannot be produced from a (L)
by any opération in ^ .
LEMMA 4 . 5 : Let $ be a countably infinité collection of opérations\ each
of which is uniformly bounded with uniform bound 1 and linear bounded. Let a
be an opération defined by

a{A) = (J bmS (AcT = {bm* ylC

... ymc\yieA,

^

1 }.

Let J5f ! be a famiJy of languages such that ^ (Lx) ç JSPx and if A ç a+ is
regular, then a (^4) is in jSft . Let Lx be a language not in JSfx. Then there is
a language L £ a+ such that ^ (a (L)) contains neither Lx nor (Lc) + .
Proof: We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, but in two stages. The
first stage is the same as before, except that we call the sets defined from Uk9
Vk, and ƒ„ Ui+1 and F k ' +1 . We will have U^+x e t ^ + 1 and F ^ + 1 £ Vk+U
so the first stage ensures as before that {Lc)+ ^fk(a(L)9
. . . , a (L)). For
the second stage, let A'k ~ a+ — (Uk+l u Vk+i) and
Since ^4^ u Ffc'+i îs cofinite and thus regular, Bk is in JSfx by hypothesis. Thus
Lx ^ B'k. If L1—Btk ^ cp5 then the monotonicity of a and ^ tells us that
£ i # / k ( a ( £ ) , . . . , a ( Z , ) ) , so we let Uk+1 = Uk'+1 and F f c + 1 = F fc ' +1 .
Otherwise, there are x x , . . . , xnjc in a (^4^ u U£+1) such that/ fc ({ xx } s ..., { xBfc })
is not contained in Lx.

Thus, let Uk+1

=

t/^ +1

u

(J n (x(-)s and

F f c + i = F fc ' +1 ; tbis ensures that Lx # ^ ( a ( L ) 5 . . . , a ( L ) ) . Complete the
proof as before.
•
THEOREM 4.6: There is a semiAFL S? such that:

1) JS? is closed under intersection and linear erasing homomorphism;
2) JS? is not closed under Kleene* or homomorphism;
3) JS? t/o&s not contain PAL and hence is not closed under nonerasing homomorphic replication;
4) i f does contain L2 = { w e { a, b }* | w contains the same number of a's
as b's} and
5) JS? is properly contained in the family of recursive sets.
Proof: In the proof of Lemma 4.5, take Sex = COUNTER (lin) and
Lx — PAL, so that Lx is not in SPU and S£x is a semiAFL closed under intervol. 12, n° 4, 1978
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section and linear erasing homomorphism. A deterministic one-way multicounter accepter can certainly décide in linear time whether or not s = r5,
given s and r 'm unary, so a {A) is in COUNTER (lin) if A is a regular subset
of a+. We must exercise some care in the sélection of ^. As bef ore, <§ is closed
under composition and contains the opérations of intersection, nonerasing
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets.
However, including linear erasing homomorphism requires some care, since
the opérations in ^ must be everywhere linear bounded. We place L2 in
^ (or (L)) by including in ^ the opération of intersection with L2 ; since L2
is in ££l5 ££x is closed under this opération. For any homomorphism h and
positive integer t, define [A, Q on unit sets by [&, t~] ({ w }) = { h (w) } if
| w | ^ t Max (1, | h (w) |) and [/i, r] ({ w }) = { w } elsewhere, and define
\h, Q on arbitrary sets by [>5 t] (A) = (j [A, r] ({ w }). We place [A, Q
weA

in ^ ; clearly, \h9 t] is uniformly bounded with uniform bound 1 and linear
bounded. We must check that we have not inadvertently put "too much"
into ^ . However, [A, t] (A) can be obtained in a uniform manner from A
and L2 using the semiAFL opérations and intersection and linear erasing
homomorphism (i. e., [A, /] (A) = h' (Af) for Af in ^ n ({ A, L2 }) and K
linear erasing on Af). On the other hand, if h is linear erasing on A9
h {A) = [h, Q (A) for an appropriate t. Thus, ^ (a (L)) will bej?1™ ({a (L)9 A2})9
that is, the least intersection closed semiAFL containing CJ (L) and A2 and
closed under linear erasing homomorphism.
Hence, application of Lemma 4.5 yields a language L s a+ such that
(l)-(4) hold for «âf = ^ (a (L)). It remains to show that L is recursive. The
argument in the proof of Theorem 4.4 will go through if we can show that
the construction of Uk+1 from U%+1 can be made algorithmic. We know
that either L1—Btk^^
or Bk—L^q> (or both) must hold, so we simple
dovetail testing the two conditions. We test Lt— Brk ^ <p by testing successive members of Lt for membership in Bk; if a négative answer turns up,
we let Uk+1 = £4' +1 and stop. We test Bk — Lt^q> by enumerating
(xu . . . , xnf) in [a (Ak u U^+1)]nk and testing words in fk ({ x± },..., { x„k })
for membership in Lx ; if a négative answer appears, we let

and hait. Thus, L is recursive. •
A homomorphism h is potynomial erasing on a language Z, if there exists
k ^ 1 such that, for ail w e L, | M? | ^ | h (w) |fc. In Theorems 4.4 and 4.6,
the classes «âf are not closed under polynomial erasing homomorphism.
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SECTION 5

We conclude by briefly discussing homomorphic duplication, a special
case of homomorphic replication studied more thoroughly in a forthcoming
paper [4].
A homomorphic replication < p, hu ..., hn > is a homomorphic
duplication if p (i) = 1 for i = 1? . . . , m For a family of languages S?, let
J£d(J£) be the least full semiAFL containing ££ and closed under homomorphic duplication.
Obviously, closure under homomorphic replication implies closure under
homomorphic duplication. The converse is not true. Jiâ (REGL) (which
is the family of equal matrix languages of [31]) is not closed under homomorphic replication [24, 25]. Hence we have the following.
THEOREM 5.1: The opération of homomorphic replication is independent
of the opérations of homomorphic duplication and the full semiAFL opérations.
We conjecture that the same holds if we add Kleene+ and that the least
full AFL closed under homomorphic duplication does not contain PAL.
Homomorphic replication is not independent of duplication under ail
circumstances. A semiAFL closed under linear erasing homomorphic duplication and containing PALe must be closed under linear erasing homomorphic replication. An intersection closed semiAFL closed under nonerasing
homomorphic duplication and n2 bounded erasing (i. e., it contains h (L)
if it contains L and there is a k such that j w | £ k Max (1, j h (w) \é) for
all WGL) must contain PALe and so be closed under nonerasing homomorphic
replication [4]. It is not known whether this relationship holds if we eliminate
the condition of closure under n2 erasing. In particular, let
DÉFINITION:

&T>Tjp=Jtn({wcw\we{a9b}*}v

{e})

and recall that JSfBNP == *^n (PALe). It is not known whether i*fDUP = <^BNP:
J5?DUP s J£W [4], but «5fBNP ç Jâ?DUP if and only if PAL e eif DUP . It is
known [4] that JSfDUP is closed under Kleene+ but in [5] it is conjectured
that <J5fBNP ^s n o t closed under Kleene+.
All of the results in Section 3 remain true if we substitute "homomorphic
duplication'* everywhere, although some comment is necessary regarding
the analog of Proposition 3.2. It can be shown that J^DUp contains for each
finite alphabet S, symbol c £ E and positive integer k, the language
LxtCfk = {(al9 &!>... (an9 bn) | n ^ 1, ai3 ^ e S u {c},
at... aM%+ cY, K(at... an) = hc(bt ... bn)}
(where hc is the homomorphism which erases c and is the identity elsewhere),
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and it is clear that any intersection-closed semiAFL containing each
LziCtkv {e} (or even just LiOibhCyl u { e b ) is closed under linear erasing
homomorphism [4], (In fact, ^ D U P = Jt^ {L{ath)yCA u { e }).)
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